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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Cold-cap  reactions  are  multiple  overlapping  reactions  that  occur  in  the  waste-glass  melter  during  the
vitrification  process  when  the  melter  feed  is being  converted  to molten  glass.  In this  study,  we used
simultaneous  differential  scanning  calorimetry–thermogravimetry  (DSC–TGA)  to investigate  cold-cap
reactions  in  a  high-alumina  high-level  waste  melter  feed.  To  separate  the  reaction  heat  from  both  the
heat  associated  with  the  heat  capacity  of the  feed  and  experimental  artifacts,  we  employed  the  run/rerun
method,  which  enabled  us  to define  the  degree  of conversion  based  on  the  reaction  heat  and  to estimate
the heat  capacity  of the  reacting  feed.  Assuming  that  the  reactions  are  nearly  independent  and  can  be
approximated  by an  nth  order  kinetic  model,  we  obtained  the  kinetic  parameters  using  the  Kissinger
method  combined  with  least  squares  analysis.  The  resulting  mathematical  simulation  of  the cold-cap
reactions  provides  a  key  element  for the  development  of  an  advanced  cold-cap  model.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The cold-cap, or batch blanket, indicates a layer of melter feed,
or glass batch, floating on a pool of molten glass in an electrical
glass-melting furnace (a melter). For melters processing nuclear
waste glass [1–3], unlike furnaces producing commercial glasses,
the melter feed is typically slurry containing about 40–60 mass%
water. The cold-cap covers 90–95% of the melt surface. The slurry
feed is charged on the top of the cold-cap through one or more
nozzles. Inside the cold-cap, the dry feed is converted to glass as
it moves down through the cold-cap toward its interface with the
glass melt underneath (∼1000–1100 ◦C).

The waste itself contains 40–60 elements forming water-soluble
salts, amorphous gels, and crystalline minerals. After the waste
is mixed with glass-forming and glass-modifying additives, many
chemical reactions and phase transitions occur as the mixture
components react first in the aqueous slurry and then on sub-
sequent heating during the passage of the feed through the cold
cap. The number of intermediate products of cold-cap reactions
is large; some of them are not even listed in standard databases.
Therefore, identifying individual reactions and investigating their
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mechanisms appears intractable. Far from resolving molecular
mechanisms of individual cold-cap reactions, our simple, yet chal-
lenging, task is to develop a “phenomenological” or “apparent”
kinetic model as a reasonable approximation for the overall rate
of feed-to-glass conversion [3].  Such an “apparent” kinetic model
is a necessary ingredient for mathematical modeling of the cold-cap
process [1].

Many cold-cap reactions evolve gases. These reactions include
the release of chemically bonded water, reactions of nitrates with
organics, and reactions of molten salts with solid silica [4–16]. As
the gases evolve, the mass of the condensed phases is changing. This
change impacts the mass transport equation in the cold cap model,
in which it is represented as the mass-based degree of conversion.
Pokorný et al. [3] modeled the kinetics of the gas-evolving cold-cap
reactions using data from the non-isothermal thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Their study demonstrated that the cold-cap reac-
tions can be reasonably treated as multiple overlapping reactions
that are mutually independent and kinetically simple, neglect-
ing both the dependence between consecutive reactions and the
complex responses of some reactants, such as reactions of multi-
component molten salt. They presented the overall reaction rate as
a sum of nth-order reaction kinetics with the Arrhenius rate coef-
ficients. This model treats the gas-evolving reactions as “apparent”
ones, leaving the actual mechanisms unidentified.

For modeling of energy transport within the cold-cap [2], the
conversion degree is defined via the reaction heat, measured by the
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differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), or simultaneous DSC-TGA,
normalized with respect to the total heat of conversion. Similar to
the analysis of Pokorný et al. [3],  we assumed that the cold-cap
reactions are independent, kinetically simple, and identifiable as
peaks and shoulders in the DSC curve. Apart from the heat of reac-
tions, the response of DSC, or simultaneous DSC-TGA, includes a
baseline deviation caused by equipment asymmetries. The sources
of these asymmetries are the heat capacity of the sample that is
not compensated for by the inert reference [17] and the temper-
ature distribution in the furnace with respect to the position of
the sample carrier. To define the degree of conversion based on
the reaction heat, the heat flow related to the heat capacity of the
sample must be reasonably subtracted from the overall heat flow
[18]. By employing the method used by Primig and Leitner [19], we
simultaneously corrected the baseline deviation and obtained heat
flows associated with reactions. For simplicity, we  call this method
the run/rerun method hereafter. The separation of the heat flow
solely associated with chemical reactions by the run/rerun method
is not perfect because the sample during the rerun is not exactly
the same as that in the first run. Fortunately, the heat capacity
difference does not appear to be significant (see Section 5.3 for
details).

Running the simultaneous DSC-TGA at four different heating
rates allowed us to employ Kissinger’s method [20] to estimate
activation energies of individual reactions and then proceed with
estimating the remaining parameters by the least squares method.
The kinetic parameters are intended for modeling of the cold-cap
process.

2. Background for modeling

Although details in cold-cap reactions are rather complicated,
we represent individual reactions with an nth-order kinetic model
along with the Arrhenius rate coefficient [3]:

d˛i

dt
= Ai(1 − ˛i)

ni exp
(

− Ei

RT

)
(1)

where ˛i is the ith reaction conversion degree, Ai is the ith reaction
pre-exponential factor, Ei is the ith reaction activation energy, ni is
the ith reaction apparent order, T is the temperature, and R is the gas
constant. Assuming that the reactions are mutually independent,
we represent the overall reaction rate as a weighted sum of the
rates of individual reactions:

d˛

dt
=

N∑
i=1

wi
d˛i

dt
=

N∑
i=1

wiAi(1 − ˛i)
ni exp

(
− Ei

RT

)
(2)

where  ̨ is the overall degree of conversion, N is the number of reac-
tions, and wi denotes the ith reaction fraction such that

∑N
i=1wi = 1.

According to Kissinger [20], Ei can be estimated by determining
the temperature of the ith peak maximum, Tim, for experiments
carried out at different heating rates,  ̌ ≡ dT/dt, using the formula

Ei

R
= −d(ln(ˇ/T2

im))

d(1/Tim)
(3)

Pokorný et al. [3] showed that this formula can be applied to
gas-evolving cold-cap reactions. When  ̌ is constant and ni /= 1, ˛i
can be obtained by integrating Eq. (1):

˛i = 1 −
[

1 + (ni − 1)Ai

ˇ

∫ T

0

exp
(

− Ei

RT

)
dT

]1/(1−ni)

. (4)

Table 1
Melter feed composition for high-alumina high-level waste in g kg−1 glass.

Chemicals Mass (g)

Al(OH)3 367.50
H3BO3 269.83
CaO 60.80
Fe(OH)3 73.83
Li2CO3 88.30
Mg(OH)2 1.70
NaOH 99.53
SiO2 305.03
Zn(NO3)2·4H2O 2.67
Zr(OH)4·0.654H2O 5.50
Na2SO4 3.57
Bi(OH)3 12.80
Na2CrO4 11.13
KNO3 3.03
NiCO3 6.33
Pb(NO3)2 6.17
Fe(H2PO2)3 12.43
NaF 14.73
NaNO2 3.40
Na2C2O4·3H2O 1.30

Total 1349.6

Using Murray and White’s approximation [21] for the exponen-
tial integral, Eq. (4) becomes

˛i = 1 −
[

1 + (ni − 1)AiRT2

Eiˇ

(
1 − 2RT

Ei

)
exp
(

− Ei

RT

)]1/(1−ni)

. (5)

Note that, for ni = 1, Ai can be represented by [20]

Ai = 1
ni

Eiˇ

RT2
im

exp
(

Ei

RTim

)
. (6)

With Ei from Eqs. (3) and (6),  and an initial estimate of ni (ni /= 1),
Eq. (5) can be utilized to determine initial guesses of ˛i as a function
of T and ˇ.

With ongoing reactions, the DSC essentially measures the total
heat flow to the sample from two contributions concurrently: the
heat flow associated with the heat capacity of the sample and
the heat flow associated with heat of reactions. The simultaneous
DSC–TGA measures the total specific heat flow, Q, which, when
divided by the rate of heating, attains the heat capacity unit, i.e.,
heat per unit mass and temperature. Thus, it becomes an “appar-
ent” heat capacity, capp

p = Q/ˇ. Its two  contributions are the heat
capacity of the sample, cp, and the heat generated/consumed by
the reactions:

capp
p = cp + �H∂T  ̨ (7)

where �H  is the overall specific reaction enthalpy [18]. Note that,
although DSC (or simultaneous DSC–TGA) is not the best technique
to measure heat capacities accurately, it can provide an estimate
for heat capacity under appropriate experimental conditions (e.g.,

 ̌ ≥ 10 K min−1) [22,23].  This allowed us to use the total heat flows
from the simultaneous DSC–TGA in order to obtain, by Eqs. (2)–(7),
the kinetic parameters for individual peaks (i.e., Ei, Ai, ni, and wi),
as well as �H  and estimated cp. To this end, we used the run/rerun
technique and the least squares methods.

3. Experimental

Table 1 shows the melter feed composition used in this study.
As described elsewhere [3,24],  this feed was  formulated to vitrify a
high-alumina high-level waste to produce glass of the following
composition (with mass fractions in parentheses): SiO2 (0.305),
Al2O3 (0.240), B2O3 (0.152), Na2O (0.096), CaO (0.061), Fe2O3
(0.059), Li2O (0.036), Bi2O3 (0.011), P2O5 (0.011), F (0.007), Cr2O3
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Fig. 1. DSC specific heat flow versus temperature, both first run (solid line) and rerun (dashed line) for heating rates of 5, 10, 15, and 20 K min−1.

(0.005), PbO (0.004), NiO (0.004), ZrO2 (0.004), SO3 (0.002), K2O
(0.001), MgO  (0.001), and ZnO (0.001). This glass was designed for
the Hanford Tank Waste Treatment And Immobilization Plant, cur-
rently under construction at the Hanford site in Washington State,
USA [25].

The simulated melter feed was prepared as described by
Schweiger et al. [24]. The slurry was dried, crushed to a pow-
der, and then placed into an oven at 105 ◦C overnight. For most
experiments with simultaneous DSC–TGA (Model SDT-Q600, TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA), a feed sample of 30–50 mg  was
typically placed in an aluminum crucible and heated from ambi-
ent temperature (∼25 ◦C) to 600 ◦C in the first run. After cooling
at about 10 K min−1 to 50 ◦C, the same feed sample was  heated
again to 600 ◦C in the rerun step. This run/rerun procedure was
repeated for four different heating rates—5, 10, 15, and 20 K min−1.
Air was used as a purge gas with a flow rate of 25 ml  min−1 for all
runs. Before any run, the heat flow in the simultaneous DSC–TGA
equipment was calibrated, following an equipment guideline, via
multiple runs using calibration standards (sapphire disc, Zn metal,
Al metal, etc.). As a cp reference (see below for a method to obtain a
specific heat capacity), the run with a ∼60 mg  sapphire disc (prod-
uct no. 915079.901, TA instruments) was performed at 10 K min−1.
No significant time lag in the run was observed in spite of both
a relatively large amount of sample (up to 50 mg)  and an alumina
crucible. As supporting evidence, the correlation between ln(ˇ/T2

im)
and 1/Tim (i.e., Eq. (3) and/or Fig. 4) was essentially linear, with only
one obvious outlier (excluded in the subsequent analysis).

Because the value of heat flow hardly changed between 100 ◦C
and 125 ◦C, 125 ◦C was taken as a minimum temperature for
analysis to avoid vaporization heat of physically bonded water.
The maximum temperature for the simultaneous DSC–TGA exper-
iments was set to 600 ◦C, above which the limitation of DSC

associated with radiation heat losses is well known. In addition,
this avoided a possible effect from melt volatilization, which is
insignificant in the cold-cap, but affects the heat flow at higher tem-
peratures in the relatively tiny samples used for thermal analysis.

To estimate the heat capacity of the feed as a function of tem-
perature, additional run/rerun combinations were performed at
10 K min−1 to final temperatures of 300, 400, and 500 ◦C; after the
first heating to corresponding temperatures and cooling, the feed
was heated again up to 200–300 ◦C in the rerun step. The spe-
cific heat capacity of partially reacted feeds was  estimated using
the relationship cp = cp,sapp(Q/Qsapp), where the subscript “sapp”
denotes sapphire. Note that cp,sapp/Qsapp accounts for a calibration
factor equal to 1/ˇ  for perfect calibration, and cp,sapp is a known heat
capacity of sapphire [26]. The heat capacities of the partially reacted
feeds at the final temperature, Tf, were estimated from the heat
flows of the reruns at T0 = 100 ◦C and adjusted to the final tempera-
ture by using cp(Tf) = cp(T0) + [cp,q(Tf) − cp,q(T0)], where cp,q denotes
the heat capacity of quartz [26], the major feed component.

4. Results

Fig. 1 shows specific-heat-flow curves for the feed heated at 5,
10, 15, and 20 K min−1. Assuming that all reactions nearly finish
during the first run, the heat flow from the rerun presumably cor-
responds to a heat flow associated with the heat capacity of the
feed at the conversion degree reached by a given rate of heating at
the final heat-treatment temperature, provided that the continuing
chemical reactions have a negligible effect. In addition, the rerun
would include the experimental artifacts in the DSC runs, which can
thus be eliminated from the first run. Vaporization of molten salts
might contribute to the gradual increase in the rerun but cannot
account for its full extent; a similar gradual increase in heat flow at
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Fig. 2. Net DSC heat flow curve for 5 K min−1 with numbers representing identified
peaks.

the higher temperature range was also observed with non-reacting
materials such as sapphire. Finally, the rerun compensates for the
effect of the ˛- to ˇ-quartz transition at ∼575 ◦C.

Fig. 2 illustrates a net heat flow curve for 5 K min−1 obtained by
subtracting the heat flow of the rerun from that of the first run;
the numbers mark the identifiable peaks. Note that the “shoulders”
on the curve are signatures of “hidden” reaction peaks. The total
area between the net heat flow curve and the temperature axis
is ˇ�H. Thus, using the formula �H = ˇ−1

∫ Tf

T0
Q dT ,  we obtained

the following values for �H: 890 J g−1 for 5 K min−1, 902 J g−1 for
10 K min−1, 762 J g−1 for 15 K min−1, and 734 J g−1 for 20 K min−1.
The decreasing tendency of these values indicates that the reactions
were not fully complete at high heating rates.

Fig. 3 shows the overall reaction rate as a function of T and ˇ.
A higher heating rate shifted reactions to a higher temperature, as
expected. Because

∫
(d˛/dt)  dT =

∫
 ̌ d˛,  the area under the rate

curve increases with the heating rate, and the total area equals ˇ.
Fig. 4 shows the Kissinger plots for the eight peaks identified

in the net specific heat flow data (e.g., Fig. 2). The peak maxima
were determined from the net heat flow curves or estimated for
shoulders on larger peaks. Using Eq. (3),  the activation energies of
the reactions were obtained as slopes of the lines fitted to data;
the shifts of Tm caused by the peak overlap have little impact on
the slope value [3].  Values of Ei are listed in Table 2 along with the
coefficients of determination, R2.

Fig. 3. Overall reaction rates versus temperature for heating rates of 5, 10, 15, and
20  K min−1.

Fig. 4. Kissinger plot (linear least squares fit) for activation energies of individual
reactions from DSC experiments; the reactions are marked as in Fig. 2. One outlier,
indicated as “2(e)”, was excluded for peak 2 as mentioned in Section 3.

With the activation energies and the overall reaction rates, the
least squares analysis was applied for each heating rate to min-
imize, with an equality constraint

∑N
i=1wi = 1, the value of the

expression

∑[(
d˛

dt

)
exp

−
(

N∑
i=1

wiAi(1 − ˛i)
ni exp

(
− Ei

RT

))
cal

]2

where the subscripts “exp” and “cal” denote experimental and cal-
culated values, respectively. Tables 3–5 list the values of the kinetic
parameters Ai, ni, and wi for individual heating rates with cor-
responding averages, standard deviations, and relative standard
deviations. The small values of standard deviation for log(Ai) indi-
cate that the pre-exponential factor is essentially independent of
the heating rate. The values of the reaction order, ni ≤ 3 for all but
few peaks, appear to be realistic. The standard deviations of ni are
relatively large, especially for peaks 1, 2, and 7, reflecting the vari-
ability of the peak shapes. The values of wi, shown in Table 5, appear
to vary with  ̌ and are roughly proportional to corresponding ni
values, as Fig. 5 suggests.

In principle, the values of ni should be independent of the heat-
ing rate because ni is an intrinsic reaction characteristic. In addition,
invariant kinetic parameters are preferable for the cold-cap energy
transport model. Table 6 shows values of wi obtained with aver-
aged values of log(Ai) and averages of selected (filled symbols in
Fig. 5) values of ni, ignoring extreme values, underlined in Table 4.
Fig. 6 compares measured and fitted reaction rates (d˛/dt). Con-
sidering the intricacy of the fitting of 32 parameters and a certain
extent of their heating rate dependence, the model appears to yield
a reasonable simulation over the 5–20 K min−1 range of heating
rate.

Table 2
Activation energies with corresponding coefficients of determination, R2.

Peak Activation energy
[kJ mol−1]

R2

1 146.84 0.994
2  121.51 0.999
3  123.99 0.978
4  107.39 0.956
5  174.01 0.913
6 243.67  0.988
7  184.57 0.997
8 180.99  0.952
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Table 3
Values of log(Ai/s−1) with averages, standard deviations (St. dev), and relative standard deviation (RSD) for peaks 1–8 and four heating rates (ˇ).

 ̌ [K min−1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5 16.97 12.09 10.61 7.77 13.65 16.85 11.16 9.93
10  16.96 12.07 10.59 7.77 13.65 16.80 11.19 10.05
15  17.00 11.68 10.67 7.86 13.79 16.86 11.18 10.17
20 16.96  12.09 10.59 7.75 13.64 16.84 11.16 9.96

Average 16.97 11.98 10.62 7.79 13.68 16.84 11.17 10.03
St.  dev 0.02 0.17 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.09
RSD  0.001 0.014 0.003 0.006 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.009

Table 4
Values of the reaction order (ni) with averages, standard deviations (St. dev), and relative standard deviation (RSD) for peaks 1–8 and four heating rates (ˇ). The underlined
values  (see Fig. 6) were excluded from further analysis.

 ̌ [K min−1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5 1.47 2.71 0.65 0.35 4.38 0.78 3.17 2.46
10 1.41 5.18 0.83 0.38 3.01 0.98 2.06 1.36
15  3.11 5.10 0.74 0.38 2.55 1.77 0.62 2.28
20 2.96 2.43 2.28 0.35 2.49 2.15 1.23 1.88

Average 2.24 3.85 1.12 0.37 3.11 1.42 1.77 2.00
St.  dev 0.80 1.29 0.67 0.02 0.76 0.56 0.96 0.42
RSD  0.36 0.33 0.60 0.04 0.25 0.39 0.54 0.21

Table 5
Values of wi with averages, standard deviations (St. dev), and relative standard deviation (RSD) for peaks 1–8 and four heating rates (ˇ).

 ̌ [K min−1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5 0.043 0.083 0.079 0.252 0.231 0.067 0.164 0.081
10  0.047 0.187 0.098 0.253 0.223 0.076 0.100 0.015
15 0.106 0.129 0.053 0.242 0.250 0.117 0.023 0.079
20  0.079 0.083 0.185 0.128 0.319 0.118 0.050 0.039

Average 0.069 0.121 0.104 0.219 0.256 0.094 0.084 0.054
St.  dev 0.025 0.043 0.050 0.053 0.038 0.023 0.054 0.028
RSD 0.370 0.355 0.477 0.240 0.147 0.248 0.641 0.518

Table 6
Optimized wi values with averaged log(Ai/s−1) values and averages of selected ni s. Averages, standard deviations (St. dev) and relative standard deviation (RSD) for a fractional
conversion heat from individual reactions, �Hi = wi�H, are also provided.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

log(Ai/s−1) 16.97 11.98 10.62 7.79 13.68 16.84 11.17 10.03
ni 2.24 2.57 0.74 0.37 2.68 1.42 1.30 2.00

wi

 ̌ = 5 K min−1 0.058 0.074 0.083 0.252 0.190 0.119 0.059 0.164
ˇ  = 10 K min−1 0.067 0.111 0.113 0.253 0.242 0.100 0.064 0.049
ˇ  = 15 K min−1 0.088 0.099 0.079 0.279 0.228 0.108 0.051 0.068
ˇ  = 20 K min−1 0.070 0.111 0.102 0.156 0.360 0.091 0.072 0.039

Average 0.071 0.099 0.094 0.235 0.255 0.104 0.062 0.080
St.  dev 0.011 0.015 0.014 0.047 0.063 0.011 0.008 0.050
RSD  0.154 0.154 0.149 0.199 0.248 0.101 0.124 0.620

�Hi [J g−1] 57.65 80.57 77.69 195.04 206.37 86.16 50.47 67.72
St.  dev [J g−1] 6.56 12.66 15.26 46.70 38.29 14.28 7.04 46.03
RSD  0.11 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.68
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Fig. 5. Distribution of wi versus ni , obtained from the least squares analysis at heat-
ing rates 5, 10, 15, and 20 K min−1 for reactions shown in the legend. Filled and
unfilled symbols denote data selected and excluded for average ni s, indicated as
“(s)” and “(e)” respectively.

5. Discussion

5.1. Effect of  ̌ on wi

Slow reactions occurring at lower temperatures may  persist to
an appreciable extent at low heating rates but may  not be notice-
able at higher heating rates. Thus, wi of these reactions can be
a decreasing function of ˇ. With more data, a possible way  to
incorporate interactions between reactions would be to use wi(ˇ)
approximation functions while keeping the values of Ai and ni
invariant.

Variation of wi with  ̌ would be inconsistent with the superpo-
sition relation, Eq. (2).  However, after averaged values of Ai and ni

were employed–compare RSDs shown in Tables 5 and 6–no sys-
tematic trends were observed. Thus, the fluctuations of wi, and
hence of individual conversion heats, �Hi = wi�H, may  result from
random errors associated with experimental uncertainties caused
by the small size of the samples (∼30 mg). Hence, the superposi-
tion relation, Eq. (2),  appears to be an acceptable assumption. The
largest deviation of wi occurred for peak 8 in the sample heated at
5 K min−1.

5.2. Comparison between fractional heat- and mass-based kinetic
analyses

A similar kinetic analysis was  performed previously on the
same feed using TGA [3].  Fig. 7 compares DSC and TGA curves for
10 K min−1. In both curves, the positions of most peaks match rea-
sonably: peak 3 at 240 ◦C, peak 4 at 292 ◦C, peak 5 (a shoulder) at
323 ◦C, peak 6 at 405 ◦C, and peak 7 (a shoulder) at 450 ◦C. How-
ever, discrepancies exist. Such discrepancies can be attributed to
three factors. First, not all batch reactions evolve gases. For exam-
ple, peak 1 was detected by DSC, not by TGA—see Fig. 7. Second,
enthalpies of gas-evolving reactions are not necessarily in the pro-
portions of the amounts of gases evolved. For example, reactions
between 375 ◦C and 475 ◦C (peaks 6 and 7) exhibit a higher extent
of conversion with respect to gas evolution than to the reaction
enthalpy. Third, differences between the kinetic coefficients (Ei, Ai,
and ni) obtained for TGA and DSC data can be attributed to experi-
mental errors. As is well known, an error in the determination of Ei is
compensated by the value of Ai [3].  For example, with the standard
error of 20 kJ mol−1, the difference between the highest and lowest
Ei estimates can be as high as 40 kJ mol−1. For a peak at ∼175 ◦C, this
difference is compensated by the four orders-of-magnitude change
in Ai without significantly affecting the data fitting. The standard
error of Ei in the TGA experiment was as low as 5 kJ mol−1 and
as high as 50 kJ mol−1 [3].  Accordingly, the differences between Ei
obtained for TGA and DSC analyses can be expected to be within
this range; Eis from both analyses, in fact, are reasonably correlated
within this range, as shown in Fig. 8. In spite of the uncertainty,
the parameters are acceptable for the cold-cap modeling because
the least squares fitting minimized the overall errors in the kinetic
model.

As stated in Section 1, our model approximates the cold-cap
reactions as “apparent” nth-order reactions. Although the com-
plexity of the cold-cap reactions precludes understanding of their
molecular mechanisms, the model is well suited for practical appli-
cations in situations, such as that within the cold cap, where the rate
of heating varies with temperature within the model validity limits.
Also, modeling the mass and energy transport within the cold-cap
requires the reaction kinetics equations to be as simple as possible
and with minimum parameters.

5.3. Heat capacity of reacting feed

The cp of the feed estimated via fractional contributions of
major components from Table 1 (i.e., Al(OH)3, H3BO3, CaO, Fe(OH)3,
Li2CO3, NaOH, and SiO2 to cover ∼94% of total mass) [27,28] is
∼1.3 J g−1 K−1 at 100 ◦C. Some of the chemical components of the
dry feed were altered by chemical reactions that took place when
the batch chemicals were mixed to make slurry that was subse-
quently dried, but the effect of these reactions on cp of the feed is
small. We  also estimated the heat capacity of reacting feed using
Eq. (7).  At 100 ◦C, �H∂T  ̨ = 0.18 J g−1·K−1 (using �H from the inte-
gration of the heat flow at 10 K min−1 and ∂T  ̨ from the kinetic
model, respectively) and capp

p = 1.43 J g−1 K−1 (from the first run
at 10 K min−1); thus, by Eq. (7), cp = 1.25 J g−1 K−1. However, during
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Fig. 6. Measured (solid lines) and fitted (dashed lines) overall reaction rates, along with individual reaction peaks, based on the averaged values of log(Ai/s−1) and averages
of  selected values of ni .

the conversion of the dry feed to molten glass, �H∂T  ̨ and cp have
comparable values of ∼O(1) J g−1 K−1.

The cp s from the partially reacted feed at 300, 400, and 500 ◦C
(i.e., measured at 100 ◦C and adjusted to the final temperatures,
as explained in Section 3) are 1.10, 1.11, and 0.95 J g−1 K−1, i.e.,
1.05 ± 0.09 J g−1 K−1 on average, a value comparable to the cp of
solid borosilicate glasses (∼1 J g−1 K−1 [29,30]). The higher cp at
100 ◦C may  be attributed to the presence of bonded water in several
feed components.

Fig. 7. Comparison between the DSC (solid line) and TGA (dashed line) curves for

10  K min−1. The TGA response [3] was multiplied by 5 because
∑N

i=1
wTGA

i
= 0.20

whereas
∑N

i=1
wDSC

i
= 1. The numbers represent the DSC peaks as in Fig. 2.

The heat flows of the reruns shown in Fig. 1 show rapid changes
at temperatures above 425 ◦C, suggesting an increase in the appar-
ent cp. This may  be an effect combined with the impact of the glass
transition. In the feed undergoing heterogeneous reactions, com-
positional variability ranges from borate glass to glass saturated
with silica [24]; thus, the glass transition interval may be stretched
over an extended range of temperatures.

Fig. 8. Activation energies by DSC versus the TGA counterparts obtained from an
independent experiment [3].  Numbers indicate peaks seen in Fig. 7; DSC peak 1 has
no TGA counterpart. The identity line is dashed.
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6. Conclusions

A  complete understanding of the cold-cap reactions would
require the individual reactions between various granular solids
and ionic and glass-forming melts to be identified and their mecha-
nisms to be elucidated. But the complexity of the cold-cap reactions
renders such a kinetic model intractable. We  instead approximated
the multiple overlapping cold-cap reactions as a superposition of
nth-order kinetic processes. This “phenomenological” or “appar-
ent” model relates the overall conversion rate to temperature and
heating rate in a way that satisfactorily defines a constitutive rela-
tionship for the energy transport within the cold-cap in a waste
glass melter. We  used simultaneous DSC–TGA to measure the
degree of conversion as a fractional reaction heat and employed
the run/rerun technique to minimize the effects of the heat associ-
ated with the heat capacity of the feed and experimental artifacts.
In addition, the run/rerun to different maximum temperatures pro-
vided a way to estimate the cp of the reacting feed.
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